Interspecies comparisons of functional genetic variations and their implications in neuropsychiatry.
Animal studies are important for the identification and functional characterization of the biological substrates underlying complex psychiatric disorders. However, novel insights into the relationship between the genome and behavior are needed for the development of fully valid translational models. Based on the notion that in different species, the same genes may independently give rise to alleles with similar functional and phenotypic effects, either under similar selection or through similar genomic mechanisms, we propose the use of genetic validity as a tool for identifying analogous pathology between animals and human neuropsychiatric disorders. Furthermore, the identification of copy number variants which disrupt entire genes, reinforces the notion that transgenic animals, such as knockouts or knock-ins, may provide unexpectedly valid disease models for psychiatric traits. To illustrate interspecies comparison of genetic variations in relation to neurobehavioral traits, examples are provided for the BDNF, COMT, and DISC1 genes in mouse and man. We propose that alignment of individual genetic variations with endophenotypes obtained from mice and across categories of neuropsychiatric disorders will provide an important step in translational research.